
Taking a sip from your D.Gin means embarking on an adventure. You enter the world 
of D. Its mysteries. Its ever-evolving personality. Its travels. Its meetings. Meetings 
with characters who got the rare chance to get to know D. And now, by having a taste 
of D‘s richness you get to know D. too.

D.GIN

D. means Courage. Adventure. Love. Wisdom. Salvation. Honour. Mystery. Perfection. Inspiration.

D. could be anything.
D. could be what you want it to be

WHAT IS D. TO YOU?
Discover our different drinks and find the answer.

DISCOVER WHO IS AFTER D. AND 
PICK YOUR FAVORITE

WWW.D-GIN.BE



the
prospector

Just like the lot I wanted in on
the gold rush. But D. guided me
to build my own future and
not on golden bricks.

“

“

100% artisanal
Gold Edition Gin without
chemical additives

The Prospector is a characteristic high class
gin based on bitter orange zest, juniper
berries and dried coriander.

I was told to always dream bigger. And so, I left the lands with my backpack 
filled with hope looking for new chances. Just like the lot I was attracted by the 
promise of a sea with golden waves. The gold rush was real, and I wanted in. But 
no more than an illusion it seemed to be. When all hope was lost D. appeared. D. 
guided me to build my own future and to create my own dreams filled with hope 
but not built on stashes of gold.

D.GIN
500ml / 40% alc./vol.

Shake the bottle and release the gold !



the
prospector

D.GIN

GOLDEN SUNSET
Ready to set sail for a golden evening? Then this 
cocktail cannot be forgotten. Enjoy the golden sunset 
together with the people you love. The sweet taste of 
orange will make you appreciate the little things in 
life.

Ingredients
• 40 ml of The Prospector
• 40 ml Aperol
• 120 ml Tonic
• Orange fruit
• Orange zeste
• 1 rosemary sprig

How to make a Golden Sunset?
1. Cut some small slices of orange fruit & cut some orange zest
2. Fill a glass with ice cubes
3. Add 40 ml of The Prospector
4. Add 40 ml Aperol
5. Add the fresh orange slices
6. Stir & let it cool down
7. Add 120 ml Tonic
8. Garnish with the orange zest & a sprig of rosemary



the
blacksmith

100% artisanal
Barrel Aged Gin without
chemical additives

I forge the blades that decide
the war. But D. was my greatest
accomplishment. D. put the
honour back in my trade.

The Blacksmith is a Barrel Aged Gin
matured in French oak barrels. The 
medium roasted barrels give this Gin a 
slightly smoky touch.

This drink is distilled in a classic copper pot to ensure optimal 
authenticity and flavor. This Gin owes its golden appearance and 
round, refined taste to a maturing process of six months. You can 
drink The Blacksmith straight, with or without an ice cube.

“

“

Nineteen years I have waited. Nineteen years I have been mocked. My trade is an 
honourable one. I forge the blades that decide the war. I shape the hoofs that can outrun 
the enemy. I create something out of nothing. And yet, I couldn’t get the fire under 
control. I burned the roof from over my head and had been the laughingstock of the town 
ever since. Until one day I got over my fear. I worked for hours and never stopped, not to 
eat, nor to drink. I felt that I was creating something. Something powerful yet beautiful 
and dangerous. I had to finish even though I wasn’t sure what the result was going to be. 
When D. was ready no one dared ever to laugh at me again. They now look at me with 
awe and respect. D. put the honour back in my trade.

D.GIN

500ml / 40% alc./vol.



the
blacksmith

D.GIN
THE SWEET APPRENTICE
When you feel the urge to forge your own miracle, The 
Sweet Apprentice calls upon you. The Sweet 
Apprentice is a cocktail that is not for the faint of 
heart. By combining The Blacksmith, which has been 
aging in wooden barrels for six months, with the 
sweet tastes of honey, orange fruit & cherry, you get a 
playful yet powerful cocktail. The Blacksmith is also 
very appealing to drink straight, with or without an 
ice cube. Ingredients

• 60 ml of The Blacksmith
• 20 ml Honey Sirup
• 3 dashes of Orange Angostura bitters
• 1 Maraschino cherry

How to make The Sweet apprentice?
1. Fill a glass with ice cubes
2. Add 60 ml of The Blacksmith
3. Add 20 ml Honey sirup
4. Add 3 dashes of Orange Angostura bitters
5. Stir & let it cool down
6. Garnish with the Maraschino cherry



the
magician

100% artisanal
Ice Crush Gin without
chemical additives

I can turn warm hearts into
blocks of ice. The only one
capable of salvaging you is D.

“

“
The Magician is an herbal, smooth Gin 
based on ginger and juniper berries.

The Magician is highly recommended during dark winter months, but 
also cools down during hot summer days.

I’m the Magician. I have the power to turn people into stone and warm hearts into 
blocks of ice. You can call my powers a gift or a curse, but nevertheless you better 
watch out to make me your enemy. Once you decide to fight against me and not 
with me, all your chances of surviving will be gone. My curse will keep you from 
living the live you’ve always wanted. You will be lost forever. Unless… There’s legend 
of magic in this land. I think it’s since long foregone, but if you follow where your 
desire leads you, you might end up finding D. Than you will be salvaged at last. 

D.GIN

500ml / 40% alc./vol.



THE BOILING BLUE
This cocktail can warm even the coldest hearts. The 
perfect time to drink this magical cocktail is on a cold 
winter evening, while sitting inside, at the hearth, 
being cosily cuddled up with friends or family. But 
The Boiling Blue is also a perfect choice on colder 
summer evenings, when the sun has since long 
sought out her quarters for the night.

the
magician

D.GIN

Ingredients
•35 ml of The Magician
•20 ml Blue Curaçao
•20 ml fresh lemon juice
•120 ml hot water
•1 barspoon of honey
•A zest of lemon

How to make The Boiling Blue?
1.Fill a glass with 35 ml of the Magician
2.Add 20 ml Blue Curaçao
3.Add 20 ml fresh lemon juice
4.Melt the honey in 120 ml of hot water and add this to the glass
5.Stir well
6.Garnish with a zest of lemon



the
adventurer

100% artisanal
Pink Summer Gin without
chemical additives

I will search the land and find D.
Its sweet richness and beauty
are worth searching for.

“ “
The Adventurer is a soft, sweet Gin infused
with rose petals and juniper berries.

This classy Gin is smooth on the tongue and provides a sweet aftertaste. 

I have been on the lookout for my one true love ever since I was yet a 
tiny human. I have wandered across dozens of lands. But I have never 
found the richness I was looking for: D. Its taste is sweeter than the 
forbidden fruit and its kiss burns on the lips of every person lucky enough 
to tell the story. D. is like a mystical land full of wonders and great 
discoveries, ready to explore. D. is like a fresh rose in a wood full of 
thorns. I will make it my mission to find D. And once I do, I will tell the 
tale for decades to come. 

D.GIN
500ml / 40% alc./vol.



SWEET BASIL-BERRY
This cocktail will take you to unknown lands, to 
foreign places and new discoveries of flavours. 
Experience the soft kiss of Sweet Basil-Berry by 
tasting the mysterious Adventurer in combination 
with innocent raspberries and peppery basil leaves.

Ingredients
• 50 ml of The Adventurer
• 100ml Elderflower Tonic
• 3 Raspberries (tip: use frozen raspberries)
• 2-3 Basil leaves
• Ice cubes

How to make a Sweet Basil-Berry?
1. Fill a glass with ice cubes
2. Add 50 ml of The Adventurer
3. Add 100ml Elderflower Tonic
4. Add 3 raspberries
5. Garnish with the Basil leaves

the
adventurer

D.GIN



the
climber

100% artisanal
Elderflower without
chemical additives

I will climb my way up the fiercest of
mountains and D. will catch me if I fall.
D. will show me true paradise.

“

“
The Climber is a fresh and floral Gin based on elderflower
and citrus, blended with flavorful spices.

It is distilled as a premium spirit in a copper pot still. This dry, floral, fresh Gin is perfect as an 
appetizer or digestive. Drink The Climber with a soft tonic and a piece of freshly cut red bell pepper 
and black pepper.

For all my life I have climbed the steepest mountains and conquered the highest peaks. Until 
one day I heard the story. The legend. It was spoken by all in town and it intrigued people 
from far off lands. It crossed oceans and land borders. Everyone had heard of it. The myth of 
a field full of the freshest most beautiful flowers in all the land. With one of those flowers, one 
would most definitely earn the love and respect of the one he or she desired most. Fearless 
as I was, I took on the challenge and searched for this fabulous field over the fiercest of 
mountains. Everyone told me I was doomed to fail, and I almost did. I would most certainly 
have fallen of a gigantic cliff if D. wasn’t there to save me in that moment. D. made it 
possible. D. showed me true paradise. 

D.GIN
500ml / 40% alc./vol.



the
climber

D.GIN

ORANGE FLOWER
Preparing this cocktail will surely gain you the 
respect and love from the one you desire most. 
Orange Flower is a feist for the fans of the outdoor. By 
combining the fresh taste of The Climber with the 
sweet and elegant touches of Campari and Martini 
Rossi you get one of nature’s finest blossoms. Create 
your own true loves’ flower by simply adding a slice of 
orange.

Ingredients
• 30 ml of The Climber
• 30 ml Campari
• 30 ml Martini Rossi
• A slice of orange
• Ice cubes

How to make an Orange Flower?
1. Fill a glass with ice cubes
2. Add 30 ml of The Climber
3. Add 30 ml Martini Rossi
4. Add 30 ml Campari
5. Stir and let it cool down for 20 seconds
6. Garnish with a slice of orange



the
farmer

100% artisanal
London Dry Gin without
chemical additives

When I met D. my world changed.
D. told me I could be more,
do more. Be like D. Be strong.

“

“
The Farmer is a characteristic London Dry Gin, 
distilled from juniper berries, citrus fruits and 
herbs.

This sturdy, robust Gin is perfect for making a Dry Martini Classic or some other cocktail. 
You drink The Farmer with a herbal tonic, a piece of grapefruit and fresh mint.

I was but a poor farmer's son. But then one day my world changed. I 
met someone. It was D. 

D. told me I could be more; I could do more. D. gave me courage. D. 
was strong so I decided to be strong as well. I took my fate in my 
own hands and became firm and dedicated to my lands and my 
work. I have more crops now than I can count. Be like D. Be strong 
and decide your own future.

D.GIN
500ml / 40% alc./vol.



THE FARMER’S MULE
The Farmer’s mule is a sturdy yet classy cocktail. By 
having The Farmer as your loyal and trustworthy 
companion you can create almost every kind of 
cocktail. The Farmer’s mule combines The Farmer 
with the strong and spicy taste of Ginger beer and the 
sour touch of lemon and lime.

the
farmer

D.GIN

Ingredients
• 45 ml of The Farmer
• 120 ml Ginger beer
• 15 ml Fresh lemon juice
• A dash of Angostura bitters
• 3 parts of lime
• Ice cubes

How to make the farmer’s mule?
1. Fill a glass with ice cubes
2. Add 45 ml of The Farmer
3. Add 15 ml of lemon juice
4. Add a dash of Angostura bitters
5. Fill the glass with ginger beer
6. Garnish with 3 parts of fresh lime



thefortune
tellerCould it be that this D. has

no flaws or am I just
turning delusional?

“

“

100% artisanal
non-alcoholic spirit
with ginger & more

The Fortune Teller is a non-alcoholic, sugar-free spirit 
bursting with flavour. The Fortune Teller is a herbal 
spirit and is seasoned with fresh ginger notes.

A deliciously herbal mocktail is made by mixing 5cl of The Fortune Teller with a 
neutral tonic (or soda water) in a glass filled with ice. Serve The Fortune Teller with a 
twig of rosemary or a piece of grapefruit.

My goal is to read the minds of people and show them their future 
missteps. I always hope to confront them with the truth so that they can 
be redeemed. I only once met someone whose mind I could not read. D. 
was the name. Head-strong and stubborn, not willing to show me its 
defaults. It was almost like this D. had none. But surely everyone has 
some. I have been practicing this job for over three decades, but I have 
never seen anything like it. I’m starting to question my own abilities. Could 
it be that there exists such perfectness or am I just turning delusional? 

D.GIN

500ml / 0% alc./vol.



THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE
The Wheel of Fortune will predict your destiny. Only 
try this enchanted mocktail if you are not afraid of 
what it will tell you. This mocktail combines the 
surprising taste of fresh ginger notes with 
mesmerizing herbal flavours.

thefortune
teller

D.GIN

Ingredients
• 50 ml of The Fortune Teller
• 1OO ml Tonic
• A twig of rosemary
• Grapefruit

How to make The Wheel of Fortune?
1. Cut some slices of grapefruit
2. Fill a glass with 50 ml of The Fortune Teller
3. Add 100 ml Tonic
4. Garnish with a twig of rosemary & a slice of grapefruit

O% Alcohol, O% Sugar, O% Salt



My only wish is for D. to answer
my prayers and join me. So I can

hear and taste D’s written
words with my own senses.

the
writer “

“

100% artisanal
non-alcoholic spirit
with flowers & more

The Writer is a non-alcoholic, sugar-free spirit 
bursting with flavour. The Writer is a delicate 
blend of flowers and blossoms.

You can make your own deliciously floral mocktail by mixing 5cl of The Writer with a 
neutral tonic (or soda water) in a glass filled with ice. The Writer is best served with a 
piece of fresh apple or some red fruit.

Several thousand letters I have written, but none was as beautiful as 
the one I wrote D. My words danced on the paper in order to 
impress D. My only wish is for D. to answer my prayers and join me. 
So, I can hear and taste D’s written words with my own senses. But 
D. is not easy to get to know. You are very lucky if you have 
experienced only a small bit of its dazzling personality. I haven’t but 
seen the tip of the iceberg and it stooped my every expectancies.

D.GIN
500ml / 0% alc./vol.



THE LOVE LETTER
Sending a love letter to your dearest one requires an 
eye for detail and a soft touch. That is exactly what 
this mocktail promises you. By combining the flowery 
taste and soft perfume of The Writer with some cute 
little details like the raspberries & rose petals, you 
are sure to win the love of the one you desire most.

Ingredients
• 50 ml of The Writer
• 100ml Elderflower Tonic
• 3 Raspberries (or some other red fruit)
• 2-3 Rose petals

How to make The Love Letter?
1. Fill a glass with ice cubes
2. Add 50 ml of The Writer
3. Add 100 ml Elderflower Tonic
4. Add 3 raspberries
5. Garnish with the Rose petals

the
writer

D.GIN

O% Alcohol, O% Sugar, O% Salt



the
musicianFor years I’ve searched for

my myth. D. gave me melody.
D. made me rhyme.

“

“

100% artisanal
non-alcoholic spirit
with herbs & more

The Musician is a non-alcoholic, sugar-free spirit 
bursting with flavour. This drink is a symphony 
of classic herbs with notes of fresh ginger.

Create your own symphony by mixing 5cl of this herbal Musician with a 
neutral tonic (or soda water) in a glass filled with ice. Serve The Musician 
with a twig of rosemary or a piece of grapefruit.

For years and years, I have searched for my myth. You’ve probably 
heard that every musician needs one. So did I. And when I finally 
found my inspiration, I wrote the most beautiful hymns, about the 
land, the sea, the air and the beauties within each of these natural 
elements. For years to come my myth, my D. will allow me to write 
the most beautiful songs and ballads. D. gave my melody, D. made 
me rhyme. 

D.GIN
500ml / 0% alc./vol.



A SYMPHONY OF HERBS
This mocktail is a herbal party of flavours. By 
combining the ginger notes and herbal keys with 
sweet and soft tunes a soft melody is created that 
slowly bursts into a ballad of great power. Try this 
symphony of herbs and let all of your senses enjoy the 
show.

the
musician

D.GIN

Ingredients
• 50 ml of The Musician
• 1OO ml Tonic
• A twig of thyme
• Grapefruit

How to make a symphony of herbs?
1. Cut some slices of grapefruit
2. Fill a glass with 50 ml of The Musician
3. Add 100 ml Tonic
4. Garnish with a twig of thyme & a slice of grapefruit

O% Alcohol, O% Sugar, O% Salt



the
inventor

I am the founding father of D. Gin. I had a first encounter 
with D. in 2012 when I received my very first Gin-DYI-kit 
as a gift. From then on my travels with D. unravelled as I 
started experimenting with all sorts of herbs, spices, 
flowers and golden specs.

“

“
D.GIN

WWW.D-GIN.BE



From Infusing to Distilling

The mystical town of Machelen is the birthplace 
of D. where I started making my Gins from scratch. I 
bought my own ingredients or harvested them from 
my garden. In the beginning I used the infusing 
technique which involves slowly letting the herbs 
soak into alcohol. Afterwards I traded this technique 
for the more traditional distilling technique whereby 
hot steam takes up the flavour and aroma of the 
herbs but not the colour or texture. When this steam 
cools down you get colourless pure alcohol with the 
desired flavour and perfume.

D.GIN



A range of Different personalities

When I got to know D’s unique spirit, I understood the 
base from where to create more varieties. D. is 
meant to keep you wondering. D. is a wide range of 
things to discover. From a traditional London Dry Gin 
(The Farmer) to a more refined Barreld Aged Gin 
(The Blacksmith) that has been maturing in wooden 
barrels. 

By creating 9 unique and diverse drinks (6 alcoholic 
Gin’s and 3 non-alcoholic spirits) there’s something 
for all to taste.

D.GIN



D’s travels

By now I have become closely involved with D. I 
create the perfect combinations and subsequently I 
see the different Gins coming to life in an authentic 
and professional distillery in Belgium. 

By using my own bottle filler and labelling machine I 
remain in close contact with the product from start to 
finish. But D. is not an adventure to undertake alone. 
My wife and son are my loyal companions along the 
route. D. is their undertaking as well.

D.GIN



D.GIN
Creating new flavours is my passion. I love to 
experiment and indulge in the creativity of combining 
different herbs and seeing the labels come to life on 
the bottles. I will keep on challenging myself to 
discover unique spirits and bring the story of D. to 
the world.

“

“

And you? Have you gotten the opportunity to encounter D. yet? 
Discover our different drinks and find out what D. is to you.

Interested in working with Dany? Do not hesitate to contact us.
D. around the world: find out where D. has travelled to so far. 

Or become a distributor yourself so you can take D. to unexplored 
places.

PRODUCED BY:
FLANDERS SPIRITS
HEIRBAAN 98A, 1830 MACHELEN
BELGIUM DRINK RESPONSIBLY

WWW.D-GIN.BE


